High Speed Internet Update
Municipality of La Pêche
2020-01-14
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The above picture shows that the core to the strategy is to create strategic alliances.
Everything else depends on these relationships.
High level there are two groups: the ISPs and the Municipality. The general idea is to
leverage the skill set of each. Established ISPs have proven internal infrastructure to
support their business. They also have people who understand how to source
government funding.
The Municipality has access to data that can be extremely useful to ISPs. This data
can be used by the ISPs to create low-cost solutions. A low-cost solution has a higher
probability of obtaining funding than a comparable higher-cost solution.

Strategic Alliances
●

Established ISPs
○
○
○
○
○

●

Bell
Cogeco
DERYtelecom
Digicom
TekSavvy

Resource Providers
○
○
○
○

CSPO
C3F
MRC GIS Team
Etc.
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A sample of some of the outreach that has been done so far.

Citizen Liaison
●

●

Keep Citizens Informed
○

Bilingual high speed internet web pages on municipal website
■
Interactive coverage map shows internet options by address

○

Provide citizens timely updates via social media:
■
https://www.facebook.com/groups/la.peche.internet
■
Two ISPs have joined

Leverage ISP Relationships to Help Resolve Citizen Issues
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One of the benefits in creating strategic relationships is that citizens have access to
more data. Citizens are now able to go to the municipal website to determine their
Internet options.
Furthermore, if a citizen has an Internet issue, they can engage us for assistance.
We also use social media to provide timely updates. While most of the updates are in
English, French posts are welcomed. We have members in the Group who will
translate when Google Translate fails.

Municipal Collaboration with ISPs
●

Created Data for Key ISPs
○
○

●
●

Based on our technical expertise and background
Open format ensures compatible for all

Data Enables ISP to Architect Solutions and Source Funding
Initial Data Set
○
○
○
○

La Pêche GIS boundary
New ﬁbre route with color-coded Tap Points
Eligible Lot Heat Map Tiles
Existing Internet Coverage Map
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The municipality should be viewed by the ISPs as a supplementary partner and
collaborator. That is, someone that they can depend on to obtain data to make their
work easier.
As our municipal volunteer is technical, we’re able to interface with different groups
and when necessary, write code to transform data from one format to a common
format.
A heat map is a data visualization technique that uses color to represent data. As an
example, a heat map of a running engine may use shades of red to indicate hot and
shades of blue for colder objects. As will be shown in the demo, the Eligible Lot Heat
Map uses intensities of red to indicate the number of eligible lots. A brighter red
indicates more eligible lots.

Latest Results of Strategy
●

Two Established ISPs Seeking Government
Funding to Extend in La Pêche
○
○

●

Competitively and reasonably priced
Generous data caps or unlimited option
See Appendix B

Bell Shared Upcoming Fibre Coverage Map
& PoP Data

ISP Citizen Problem Resolutions
○

ISP not obligated to report to municipality
For funding details, see Appendix A

○
○
○

New Digicom Offerings
○
○
○

●

●

●
●
●
●

Resolved missing Bell Wireless to Home
coverage
Cogeco Extension for three businesses
Resolved Cogeco black hole
Cogeco extension

C3F ﬁbre route in La Pêche
CSPO ﬁbre acquisition (in-progress)
Several ISP Coverage Maps
Etc.
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Over the past 12 months, we are seeing our strategy bear fruit.

Data Visualization Demo
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The best demo would be interactive. The next best thing is to use screenshots. ;)

Demo Details
●

Visualizer: Google Earth Pro
○
○
○

●
●

Free
Supports many different formats, including KML
KML is an open format

Demo is static screenshots … :(
… sample of the data sent to ISPs
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The data visualizer of choice is Google Earth Pro. It is free and can ingest extremely
large sets of data and display it in conjunction with satellite imagery. All our strategic
partners use this visualizer and the municipality does as well.
Using a single method to communication minimizes miscommunication issues.

La Pêche GIS Boundary
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As simple as it may seem, it is important that we communicate the physical boundary
of La Pêche.

Fibre Acquisition
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Overlay the soon-to-be acquired Fibre. This key resource allows ISPs to architect
solutions that minimize their costs which in turn improves the probability of sourcing
government funding and/or sidestepping funding.

Fibre Detail
●

Tap Points Helps ISP Architect Solutions
○
○

Color coded tap points
Green cheaper than yellow
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When funding requests are evaluated, the cost-per-household is one criteria. If an
ISP can leverage the fibre and connect to the lower priced tap points, their
cost-per-household is reduced, thus increasing the chance of obtaining funding.
A tap point is a location on the fibre trunk where access can be provided.

Eligible Lot Heat Map Tiles
●

Brighter red = more lots potentially
requiring Internet
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The 500 m2 tile physically shows where Internet either needs to be provided or may
need to be provided (the dwelling currently does not exist but the lot supports a
dwelling).

Heat Map Details
●

Click-a-tile for details
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The source data is stored in a GIS database. Given an area of potential coverage, an
estimate of new households can be provided. The results can further be refined by
doing a subtracting out existing Internet Coverage.
Above the darker red tiles have less eligible lots than the brighter red lots.

50 Mbps Down/10 Mbps Up Coverage Map
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This is the existing (or imminent) 50/10 Coverage Map.
Note: Bell has stated that Fibre is coming on line in Edelweiss by Feb 1st, 2020.
However, this date keeps getting pushed out due to issues out of Bell’s control. As
such, their coverage is not shown.

CRTC Hexagons 50 Mbps down/10 Mbps up
●
●

No funding if tinted
Spot the problem?
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The CRTC data set divides the country into hexagon. The above picture shows the
50/10 hexagons overlayed La Pêche. The darker the color, the higher percentage of
50/10 availability in the hexagon.
While difficult to see, there is an error in the CRTC classification of one hexagon. Can
you spot it?

Classiﬁcation Error
●

Farrellton Hexagon is Wrong
○
○
○

●
●

A hexagon is ~25 km2
Color-code states >0 - 25% has 50/10
Our data shows no ISP is providing 50/10

Submit correction to enable funding
Use our data to resolve
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The power of data visualization is to quickly spot issues. When we combine all the
data we created with the CRTC hexagone data, we identified this misclassified
hexagone. The best way to correct issues is with data, again, we’ll leverage our data
to seek a correction. As of 2020-01-10, we have started the correction process.

Optimize Tower Placement
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Google Earth Pro allows the user to fly in the terrain and get different perspectives.
The above screenshot shows some of the hills. Digicom has indicated they can use
Google Earth Pro as a rough-cut when placing towers.

Heat Map + Lot Dimensions
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The ISPs received a sanitized version of the La Pêche lot information. While more
data is available via public websites, only the lot’s dimensions are provided.
The lot data can be used in conjunction or separately from the heat map.

Appendix
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Appendix A – Upcoming Government Funding
●

Municipality Provided Data Packet to Key ISPs
○
○

Two ISPs advised municipality that they are applying for funding to expand in La Pêche
ISP not obligated to report to municipality
Name

Source

Fund in Millions

Submission
Deadline

Decision Date

Régions Branches

Québec

100

2019-12-06

2020 / Q1

Broadband Fund

Federal

750 distributed yearly:
1.
100
2.
125
3.
150
4.
175
5.
200

2020-03-27

Yet to be published
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Régions Branches results are expected no later than March 31st, 2020.

Appendix B – Updated Digicom Oﬀerings
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In order for Digicom to offer better and updated offerings, they had to do significant
upgrades to their tower and network infrastructure. The last of upgrades were
completed in the last week of Dec 2019. This will help resolve evening congestion.
The updated offerings above are for La Pêche and Vals-des-Monts.

